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This study explores the development of the concept of administratio between the early Merovingian 

period and the late ninth century. The author’s thesis is that administration lost its original connotation 

of authority delegated by and exercised on behalf of the state, and that this signals the loss of an 

abstract awareness of the commonwealth in the early medieval period. In the fifth century the idea of 

administratio as public powers derived from a higher authority was still in place, but soon thereafter 

this conception vanished (p. 2–3). Yet when in 814 Louis the Pious became emperor, the original 

meaning of administratio seemed to get a revival – or, should one say, a new lease of life? Hardly, for 

only in Italy and Aquitaine was there any awareness left of public service as an abstract concept (p. 7–

37). North of the Alps, those in charge did not understand such abstract concepts referring to 

»Staatlichkeit«, as is shown by the fact that the authority of the Carolingian mayors of the palace was 

never called administratio, even though, in the original meaning of the word, the mayoral office was a 

clear case of delegated power (p. 16–18). 

In 814, however, an Aquitanian élite came to the north, together with Louis the Pious. A different spirit 

entered Aachen: the Annales regni Francorum (s. a. 814) noted that Louis »turned his mind to the 

administration of the kingdom he had received« (ad suscepti regni adminstrationem, p. 58).The 

members of the new elite from Aquitaine, notably Helisachar, Benedict of Aniane did use the word 

»administratio«, but preferably in derivative combinations (administrantes rempublicam) and with lists 

specifying who those administrators were: bishops, abbots, dukes, counts, and so on. The 

sophisticated Aquitanians needed to make the abstract notion of »administratio« more concrete for the 

northerners, who otherwise would not have understood what they meant (p. 42–52). In the eyes of 

their Frankish (or Germanic) contemporaries, res publica referred to the royal domain (res regia), 

without any awareness of delegated powers (p. 50, 56–57). During Louis’s reign, the tenuous 

continuity of administratio regni was further undermined by the regular use of administratio ministerii. 

»Ministry« had different connotations, namely of unfree service and ecclesiastical office, so it 

contradicted everything that »administration« had once stood for. The final result was that the 

transcendent connotations of ministerium, introduced by Louis himself into the Admonitio of 825, made 

it possible to view kingship as an office bestowed by God (p. 62–72). In his Vita Karoli, Einhard 

implicitly criticised this, for he used administratio regni with regard to the mayor of the palace 

Karlomann, and never in connection with Charlemagne (p. 79–86, 91); of course the great 

Charlemagne could not be presented as having been delegated to do anything, so Einhard, who knew 

what he was talking about, would have nothing to do with this new-fangled notion of royal ministry.
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In the turmoil of the rebellions of 830 and 833, however, ministerium prevailed and administratio 

vanished. The use of the expression res publica, especially among a small group of intellectuals in the 

West-Frankish realm (p. 107), should not fool us: those then called ministri rei publici had nothing in 

common with late antique administratores rei publicae (p. 98–108). The clerical authors of normative 

sources who wrote of ministri rei publicae had the Christian duty of humility in mind (p. 105–106); 

besides, the first text north of the Alps to mention such ministri were the acts of the Council of Paris 

(829), edited by the Aquitanian Jonas of Orléans (p. 106). After 829 one enters the world of royal 

service that was conceptualised in concrete terms (p. 107). The Christian empire became a family 

farm on a large scale (großbäuerlicher Familienbetrieb) which was not amenable to the structures of 

late antique »Staatlichkeit«. Localised public service became the norm (p. 111–112), and so did 

conceptions of social organisation that could be seen and sensed, rather than being understood in any 

abstract way (p. 113). All this is completed by an appendix on the disappearance of the notion 

publicus, used by itself, in the ninth century (p. 114–140). 

Thus far my summary of this small yet learned book. It presents an interesting and complete dossier of 

texts concerning »administratio«, which is well worth studying. This being said, I wish the author would 

have used his considerable skill for a better purpose. The context of this study is the ongoing debate 

about »Staatlichkeit« in the early Middle Ages, which started in the 1980s between Johannes Fried 

and Hans-Werner Goetz. As his title makes clear, Jörg Busch is firmly on Fried’s side. To relative 

outsiders like me, this typically German debate has ceased to make sense. What real »Staatlichkeit« 

is, for example in late Antiquity, seems to be eminently clear to German historians, but less so to the 

rest of us, who wonder whether this perfectly ›stately‹ late antique state ever existed. Similarly, the 

cultural differences within the vast Carolingian empire seem well worth exploring, but given the state of 

research with regard to the formation of ethnic identities, shouldn’t one first question notions such as 

»Aquitanian«, before using them as an a priori entity? What was, for example, »Aquitanian« about 

Benedict of Aniane, who was raised at the courts of Pippin III and Charlemagne? What, if we take his 

entire work into account, was particularly Aquitanian about Jonas of Orléans? That he used 

»administratio« can hardly be proof, unless one accepts that this syllogism: only Aquitanians used the 

term »administratio«, Jonas uses the term, so Jonas must be an Aquitanian.

The assumption of this book is that those in »the north« (like »the south«, this is a fluctuating notion) 

did not understand abstract conceptions of the polity. This is in accordance with Fried’s original thesis, 

which the author sets out to support, but in the process he throws out many valuable babies with the 

bathwater. The main victim is the potential complexity of alternative formulations, such as ministerium. 

This was not so much the christliche Demutsdienst that, according to traditional views, undermined the 

authority of Louis the Pious (p. 107), as one aspect of an ongoing process of sacralisation of kingship. 

This started well before Louis succeeded his father. There is a capitulary (? 806; MGH Capit. I, nr. 85, 

pp. 183–184) in which missi speak of their legatio, and invoke the duties of their ministerium to the 

ecclesiastical and secular leadership. The fact that lower down the chain of command, ministerium 

was a notion well and alive, for example among those delegated by the emperor Charles to run his 

empire (as in the Capitulare de villis, MGH Capit. I, nr. 32, cc. 45, 53, 56) should give us pause for 
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thought. Whether these instances can be ignored because they derive from the sphere of originally 

unfree service (p. 67) remains to be seen.

Yet within the conceptual framework of this study, expressions such as ministerium and legatio do not 

count, for these are not administratio proper, the »unanschauliches Wort«. The author’s point of 

departure is the late antique interpretation of this expression, and everything that deviates from this 

norm falls by the wayside as ›not real administration‹. To use such a rigid yardstick, rather than paying 

attention to synonyms, equivalents and nuances, means that one actually misses the ramifications and 

non-obvious meanings of such semantic fields. The assumption is that the ›original‹ meaning of 

administratio indeed remained as stable, throughout the centuries, as the Busch suggests, but how do 

we know this? Is there really this stable world of ›stately‹ late Antiquity which we should use as a 

backdrop for early medieval disintegration, should one heed Jill Harries’ »Law and Empire in Late 

Antiquity« (1999) as just one authoritative publication which complicates this picture? Likewise, if the 

new Aquitanian leadership that came with Louis the Pious introduced this word into imperial charters 

after 814, did this mean that for these men from the south administratio still had the older abstract 

connotations of office and delegated authority? This is a question not really posed in this book.  

Precisely because the author concentrates on sources he considers relevant to the problem of 

»Staatlichkeit«, such as charters and capitularies, the wider context of the terminology involved gets 

insufficient consideration. The political vocabulary of the early Middle Ages cannot be studied by 

confining oneself to sources which supposedly belong to the juridical or institutional domain. For those 

who drafted charters, capitularies, conciliar acts or legal treatises, Scripture was the primary source of 

all authority, and anyone studying administratio, ministerium or other key words denoting the polity 

would be well advised to take a vast body of biblical commentary into consideration as well. Charting 

this underexplored territory is surely more urgent than proving that those in ›the north‹ of the 

Carolingian realm people were incapable of grasping abstract notions of the state. 

When all is said and done, Carolingian cultural or political history simply cannot be written in terms of 

the superior sophistication of the south, as opposed to the concrete minds of their »germanische 

Zeitgenossen« (p. 56). Also, there is no way in which one can ignore the thoughts on res publica 

formulated by authors such as Paschasius Radbertus or Nithard, stating that these were mere 

marginal figures who displayed an exceptional brilliance, within a universe generally characterised by 

lack of understanding of what they had to say (p. 111–113). Such men were deeply rooted in a 

sophisticated literate and in intellectual culture; in order to glimpse some of the complexity of this, one 

should try to understand their work in its wider context. A good example of this approach is the volume 

»Lay Intellectuals in the Carolingian Age« (ed. by P. Warmold and J. L. Nelson [2007]). With regard to 

the diffusion of political ideas at different levels of Carolingian society, empire-wide and local, one 

might turn to Janet Nelson’s »Peers in the Early Middle Ages« (repr. in eadem, »Courts, Elites and 

Gendered Power in the Early Middle Ages«, 2007).

My hope is that there will be a younger generation less beholden to the traditional debates about state 

or non-state. Let’s ask instead whether perhaps administratio in its precise contexts is less abstract 
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and/or state-like than we think, while concrete lists of duties and/or ministerium (even if it is used in an 

ecclesiastical frame of reference) might represent new definitions of the early medieval polity we need 

to learn more about. Given that this particular society’s elite used biblical language to articulate its 

political ideals, our first duty is to get to know more about the idiom they used. Does it matter whether 

a certain strand in German historiography thinks this is not ›abstract‹ thinking and therefore an 

instance of lack of »Staatlichkeit«? No, I don’t think so. If only the appendix on the meaning of the 

concept of publicus had not ignored how the ecclesiastical domain could be ›public‹, as pertaining to 

the polity! Furthermore, in the capitularies and charters of Louis the Pious of the late 820s and early 

830s one can find the principle of inquisitio. Surely this was a state-like aspect of Louis’s governmental 

practice to be found at the grassroots level as well as at the imperial court? Busch raises many 

questions, but many more are not raised, let alone answered here. Readers should look very closely, 

though, at his magnificent dossier of texts, which is bound to inspire future research, also from other 

perspectives. 
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